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INFORMED CONSENT FOR PARTICIPATION IN PSYCHOTHERAPY AND/OR 
COGNITIVE REHABILITATION 

 
I understand that I, or my minor child, am agreeing to participate in cognitive rehabilitation 
and/or psychotherapy with Dr. Roger Light, a clinical neuropsychologist. I understand that Dr. 
Light is a clinical psychologist with specialty training in neuropsychology. Dr. Light is a clinical 
psychologist licensed by the state of California with specialty training in neuropsychology 
(including postdoctoral training in neuropsychology). I am more than happy to address any of 
your questions or concerns about this process, and to answer any questions about my credentials. 
It is your right to contact the medical Board of California Complaint line at (800) 633-2322. 
 
The charge for all sessions is $150.00 per 50 minute session, payable at the time of service. 
Payment may be made by check, AMEX, Visa, or MasterCard. 
 
__________ (check here if read and understood) 
 
Cognitive rehabilitation and psychotherapy can be helpful for various people. It can be 
instrumental in such areas as gaining a better understanding of your behavior, your environment 
and relationship with others, and in creating cognitive (thinking) improvement and change. 
Studies have shown that people in therapy feel that it has been helpful, but there are no 
guarantees. Commonly, therapy includes an assessment of thoughts, behaviors, and/or emotions 
in order to increase awareness, track behavior, and assess change. You, or your child, will be an 
active participant in defining and deciding what the goals of therapy should be. Cognitive 
rehabilitation and therapy will take effort on your part and often will involve work on the 
outside, such as reading, writing, documenting behaviors, etc.  
 
There are also some risks in therapy, such as possibly feeling discomfort when discussing events, 
experiencing strong feelings, etc. In addition, it is also possible that, as you learn and make 
changes, it may affect areas of your life and relationships that you may not have expected. It is 
also possible that therapy may not be “successful”, and possible, although not likely, that 
problems could get worse.  
 
__________ (check here if read and understood) 
 
I am a licensed psychologist in this state, which means that I have a doctorate in clinical 
psychology and have passed all the tests and requirements for the state of California. My training 
has focused on behavioral change and cognitive-behavioral therapy. Although therapy may vary 
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a great deal from person to person; working collaboratively, defining target behaviors, setting 
goals, monitoring behavior and change, and defining environmental contingencies are common 
components in treatment. In addition, education usually plays an important role. Different 
interventions will be discussed, and a plan formed. Throughout therapy, you will be consulted on 
and will play an active role in making decisions about your treatment.  
 
If you need to get in touch with me, you may leave a message at (310) 374-1221 and I will make 
all attempts to return your call within 24 hours (unless I am away, etc.). if I will be unavailable 
for an extended period of time, information will be left directing you to a coverage professional 
who can be contacted in an emergency. If you are unable to contact either myself or a covering 
professional, and have an emergency, you should call 911 or go to the closest hospital 
emergency room.  
 
__________ (check here if read and understood) 
 
Appointments: 
If you are unable to keep an appointment, please notify me immediately. You may leave a 
message at the above office phone number at any time. If an appointment is missed or cancelled 
without 24 hours notice, you will be charged for the session. Please note that insurance 
companies will not pay for this kind of missed session, so you will be responsible for payment if 
you do not contact me at least 24 hours in advance.  
 
__________ (check here if read and understood) 
 
Therapeutic Relationship: 
In order to abide by the ethical guidelines of psychology, our relationship will be strictly 
professional. That means that we will work together in sessions, and possibly contact over the 
phone, but that we will not develop any other relationship outside of the therapeutic context.  
 
__________ (check here if read and understood) 
 
Confidentiality: 
In terms of confidentiality, the information that we discuss in therapy protects your right to 
privacy by law. This means that your psychologist can’t share information about you without 
your permission. However, there are some exceptions to this law, including:  
 
-If you threaten to harm someone else 
-If you are considered to be a harm to yourself 
-If I suspect that a child or elderly person is being abused or neglected 
-If you have been ordered or referred by the court 
-If you are or become involved in a lawsuit or administrative procedure, such as workers’ 
compensation, it is possible that your records may become public  
-If I receive a subpoena or court order asking for specific records, I may be required to give the 
court the information that it requests (i.e. notes that I take, etc.) 
-If you use insurance, you will almost always have to sign a consent form for me to disclose 
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certain information to the insurance company. Often an insurance company, however, will 
require that I send a diagnosis and send treatment plans, progress reports, and other records. 
Please note that once the information is in the hands of the insurance agency, I have no control 
over who sees it. Before I send it, I will discuss with you what I have written. You have a choice 
not to release the information, but it is likely that they then will not pay.  
-It is possible that, in order to give you the best treatment possible, I may consult or seek 
supervision from another licensed professional. I would attempt not to use specific identifying 
information, and the person that I would consult or seek supervision from would also be required 
to keep your information confidential (although exceptions also apply to them). 
-If your therapy at any time includes couples, family, or group therapy, I will not be able to 
guarantee that others will uphold standards of confidentiality. 
 
__________ (check here if read and understood) 
 
It is important that you evaluate whether or not you feel comfortable working with me, and that 
you let me know, so that you may work with someone with whom you will be able to work best. 
I encourage you to raise any questions that you might have. I am willing to speak to you about 
any of my credentials or any of your thoughts or concerns. We will likely discuss the number of 
sessions that might seem appropriate for treatment (although this can be flexible) and you are 
welcome to discontinue therapy at any time. However, I would suggest that you talk to me before 
you choose to leave therapy. If, for some unlikely reason, a problem arises that we are unable to 
resolve together, I will assist you in finding another therapist, or you are welcome to find one on 
your own. It is also your right to contact the Medical Board of California complaint line (800) 
633-2322. 
 
__________ (check here if read and understood) 
 
If you have any questions at this time, please ask. Please note that by signing below you are 
acknowledging that you understand and consent to the information written above.  
 
 
Signature ___________________________     Date ______________ 
 
Provider Signature ____________________     Date ______________ 
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